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Abstract 

The below article describes a Martian habitat made of bricks of fungus mycelia grown in situ. 

Outlined is the design, building process, and interior. Considerable detail is used, with materials 

and sizes discussed as much as possible. The habitat is designed to be feasiblein the near 

futurewith current technology, albeit with further development into some of the design’s aspects. 

It is able to function as a first or early settlement, without relying on pre-existing infrastructure. 

The article has been split into points, which are referenced if something mentioned has not yet 

been explained. Figures are used and are referenced to further expand on a point. The sources 

cited at the end may also be used as additional reading on features they relate to. 

Construction timescaleand first steps - Point 1 

The habitat’s construction takes twoyears and is built without astronauts present. The design 

presumes that rocket launches will take place at Earth/Marsopposition, occurring once every two 

years. At the opposition prior to the astronauts’ launch, the Bio-construction Unit or BcU (Point 

2) is sent in a capsule towards Mars. The BcUis launched by standard heavy lift rocket, like Atlas 

V. When the six-month journey to Mars is over, the capsule containing the BcUenters the 

atmosphere. The capsule slows using its heat shield and parachutes andis discarded. The payload 

lands using a sky-crane.Six rovers (Point 3) detach from underneath the BcUjust before landing. 

Then the BcUis placed on the ground and the sky-crane fliesfrom the site. Onceon the ground, 

construction commences and last nearly two years until the final spores (Point 5)are sprayed. By 

now the next opposition has occurred and the astronauts have been launched towards Mars on a 

rocketsuch as SLS. When astronauts arrive, base construction hasended and all they must do is 

furnish. 

Bio-construction Unit - Point 2 

The BcUproduces the habitat’s main building material. It’s a carbon-fibre cuboid 2700x 

3000x1700mm. It has three sections, an airlock 395mm long, a furnace 439mm andcultivation 

zone 2109mm. The final zone is where 196 bricks (Point 4) are grown at a time. This section has 

seven rows per side, split into brick moulds. The rest is split into a battery, water tank, 

cyanobacteria chamber and spore storage. The top of the BcU is solar panelled.  

Bricks production starts with spores of GM fungus, whose near entire biomass is its mycelia, 

being put in the moulds furthest from the airlock. These grow using food produced by the GM 

cyanobacteria who, in turn, consume water and solar powered light. As bricks grow, they move 

along by belts for two weeks, ending nearest the furnace by which time they have filled their 



mould. These then move into the electric furnace and bake. 

lightweight brick.Around 10,000 can be grown

dropped onto the Martian surfa

Rovers – Point 3 

There are six rovers stored under the BcU while in transit

There are two construction rovers

 

The othershead to locations with water and use a hollow drill on their underside to 

arm is hollow, containing heating coils

they connect nozzles to the BcU and store water in its tank until it

panels either side of the central 

Main habitat design - Point 4

The base follows an igloo design made of 

diameter that then slopes inwards,

aluminium sheet from the BcU

and when connected, form the

made of two aluminium doors 1

of polythene, allowing it to fold fl

CRs build up the edge of the base 

half a brick in to form the slope

instantly, acting as concrete. 

Hazard shielding - Point 5 

Once the bricks are laid, water is sprayed over the

(Fig 4.) This seals it, secures it to the ground to protect against

protection.  

 

. These then move into the electric furnace and bake. Theproduct is a 

round 10,000 can be grown. Once baked, bricks enter the ai

dropped onto the Martian surface. 

There are six rovers stored under the BcU while in transit. They are300mm tall and

There are two construction rovers(CRs) each with an extendable arm ending in claw

head to locations with water and use a hollow drill on their underside to 

heating coils to melt ice, and ends in a nozzle. When their tanks are full, 

the BcU and store water in its tank until it’s needed

panels either side of the central arm. 

Point 4 

design made of 9000 bricks. It’s a metre tall cylinder with a 

that then slopes inwards, ending in a 7.84m diameter. First, CRs unclip

BcU’s top and place them down by its side. They have 

and when connected, form the habitat’s base. Connected to one piece by a hinge

made of two aluminium doors 140cm wide at base and 185cm tall. These are connected by a tube 

of polythene, allowing it to fold flat. 

build up the edge of the base with bricks. Once the cylinder has been b

form the slope. The bricks are secured in place by a layer of wa

‘Fig2.’,'Fig3.' show the habitat at this point

water is sprayed over the shelter, covering it in a 15cm thick 

it to the ground to protect against sandstorms 

Theproduct is a 225x112.5x75mm 

bricks enter the airlock and are 

. They are300mm tall and six wheeled. 

each with an extendable arm ending in claw. (Fig 1.)  

head to locations with water and use a hollow drill on their underside to collect it. Their 

When their tanks are full, 

s needed. Both have solar 

metre tall cylinder with a 10.75m 

CRs unclip16 pieces of 

and place them down by its side. They have magnetic edges, 

piece by a hinge is the airlock, 

40cm wide at base and 185cm tall. These are connected by a tube 

Once the cylinder has been built, the bricks are laid 

. The bricks are secured in place by a layer of water thatfreezes 

at this point. 

15cm thick ice shell. 

 and acts as radiation 



Then a CR removes a sprayer 

in Chernobyl reactors,give them

to survive in and make food from radiation

 

Genes from Arctic fungus caus

on Mars. The spores are spra

metabolism.When grown, these provide 

Interior - Point 6 

Fig 6. is the floorplan. Each part will be briefly outlined

astronauts.  

- Air + Water: these are recycled using a

(ACLS). The habitat’s airlock has a small pressure regulator.

- Shower: connects to ACLS and is a carbon

ending in an aluminium 

ceiling. All parts fit in the footwell 

- Lavatory: the basin is 

prongs. 

 

Lavatory 

 from the BcU containing more GM spores. G

give them high concentrations of melanin in their cells(

to survive in and make food from radiation.  

cause them to produce antifreeze. Together this allows them to survive 

on Mars. The spores are sprayed onto the ice, and drink from it by melting it with their 

hen grown, these provide further radiation protection. 

 

Each part will be briefly outlined. All arrive with and are installed by the 

these are recycled using a modified ISS Advanced Closed Loop System

The habitat’s airlock has a small pressure regulator. 

ACLS and is a carbon-fibre footwell with extendable bamboo pole 

ending in an aluminium showerhead. A privacy curtain hangs over nails drilled into the 

ceiling. All parts fit in the footwell for transport. 

is collapsible silicone under an aluminium seat 

 

Shower

Air + Water (ACLS) 

Genes from fungi found 

cells(Fig5.)allowing them 

them to produce antifreeze. Together this allows them to survive 

drink from it by melting it with their 

. All arrive with and are installed by the 

SS Advanced Closed Loop System 

extendable bamboo pole 

showerhead. A privacy curtain hangs over nails drilled into the 

collapsible silicone under an aluminium seat held up by folding 

 

 

Shower 



- Beds: each are two MDFboards 

hessian nailed into roof.

- Shelves: use a similar design to beds, with three boards 700mm

- Chairs: foldablecamping style, 820 x 530 x 530mm.

- Tables: an aluminium hexagon 1m long di

magnetically. 

- Lighting: plants with luminous nanoparticles powered by their 

are calathea or bifoliaand 

Once completed – Point 7 

The BcU can continue to produce

also produce edible fungus as astronaut’s source of protein. 
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each are two MDFboards 1880mm x 920mm, hung above each other and held 

hessian nailed into roof. (Fig7.) Vacuum-packed mattresses sit on these.

 

use a similar design to beds, with three boards 700mm x 500mm.

camping style, 820 x 530 x 530mm. 

an aluminium hexagon 1m long diagonal. Legs are 1m bamboo which attach 

plants with luminous nanoparticles powered by their metabolism

and chandeliers are Aeonium Davidbramwelli

The BcU can continue to produce bricks to expand the habitat as its responsibilities grow. It 

also produce edible fungus as astronaut’s source of protein.  
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